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100 SOA Questions: Asked and AnsweredPrentice Hall, 2010

	100 SOA Questions brings together authoritative answers to the most crucial questions business, technical, and architectural decision-makers ask about SOA. It draws on the immense experience of two SOA experts who’ve participated in more than 100 SOA projects in the roles of architect, designer,...
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How to Cheat in 3ds Max 2011: Get Spectacular Results FastFocal Press, 2010

	THE TECHNIQUES DESCRIBED in this book assume a basic
	grasp of 3ds Max. But with so many options to choose
	from, it’s easy to get lost in all the tools, buttons, and
	menus.


	Not all features are created equal. This chapter goes over
	the fundamentals of 3ds Max with an eye toward the
	most important tools and how you...
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Managing Startups: Best Blog PostsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you want salient advice about your startup, you’ve hit the jackpot with this book. Harvard Business School Professor Tom Eisenmann annually compiles the best posts from many blogs on technology startup management, primarily for the benefit of his students. This book makes his latest collection available to the broader...
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Sharing Executive Power: Roles and Relationships at the TopCambridge University Press, 2006

	Executive teams are a key ingredient of today's business world--from the charismatic CEO who relies on the operational expertise of a COO, to family businesses which trust in personal bonds to achieve professional results. This study examines duo and trio executive teams in practice to shed light on the personalities, relationships, and...
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Detail Process Charting: Speaking the Language of ProcessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Praise for Detail Process Charting
"A must-read for any competitive organization, Detail Process Charting: Speaking the Language of Process provides a comprehensive, yet clear, explanation of how to utilize one of the most powerful tools available to improve work processes. [Graham] has successfully integrated the history, success stories,...
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The Social and Cognitive Impacts of e-Commerce on Modern OrganizationsIdea Group Publishing, 2004
The Social and Cognitive Impacts of E-Commerce on Modern Organizations includes articles addressing the social, cultural, organizational, and cognitive impacts of e-commerce technologies and advances on organizations around the world. Looking specifically at the impacts of electronic commerce on consumer behavior, as well as the impact...
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Security Assessment: Case Studies for Implementing the NSA IAMSyngress Publishing, 2004
The National Security Agency's INFOSEC Assessment Methodology (IAM) provides guidelines for performing an analysis of how information is handled within an organization: looking at the systems that store, transfer, and process information. It also analyzes the impact to an organization if there is a loss of integrity, confidentiality, or...
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Systems Thinking: Coping with 21st Century Problems (Industrial Innovation)CRC Press, 2008
It is a great pleasure to introduce this inaugural edition of Systems Thinking: Coping with 21st Century Problems by John Boardman and Brian Sauser. In response to the increasing relevance of “systems thinking” to global challenges from terrorism to energy to clean water to healthcare, these authors provide a unique perspective on the...
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Performance Leadership: The Next Practices to Motivate Your People, Align Stakeholders, and Lead Your Industry (Business Books)McGraw-Hill, 2008

	Why do so many scorecard projects fail? Why do managers treat information as a source of power to be protected, instead of an asset to be exploited? Clearly there has to be a better way of managing perfomance. After witnessing countless initiatives fail, Oracle thought leader and former Gartner analyst Frank Buytendijk challenges conventional...
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Disruptive Possibilities: How Big Data Changes EverythingO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Big data has more disruptive potential than any information technology developed in the past 40 years. As author Jeffrey Needham points out in this revealing book, big data can provide unprecedented visibility into the operational efficiency of enterprises and agencies.

	
		Disruptive Possibilities provides an...
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Post-Intensive Care Syndrome (Lessons from the ICU)Springer, 2019

	
		This book, part of the European Society of Intensive Care Medicine textbook series,  provides detailed up-to-date information on the physical, cognitive, and psychological impairments that are frequently present following a stay in an intensive care unit and examines in depth the available preventive and therapeutic strategies,...
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The Discipline of Organizing: Professional Edition, 3rd EditionNew Society Publishers, 2015

	This ebook exploits many advanced capabilities with images, hypertext, and interactivity and is optimized for EPUB3-compliant book readers, especially Apple's iBooks and browser plugins. These features may not work on all ebook readers.

...
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